
Located on the south-western part of Gujarat state, 
Saurashtra is surrounded on south and south-west 
by the Arabian sea, on the north-west by the Gulf 
of Kutch, and on the east by the Gulf of Khambath. 
A narrow neck on the north-east, connects 
Saurashtra with the main land of Gujarat. The 
region comprises of eleven districts of which, the 
team covered five (Surendranagar, Morbi, Rajkot, 
Amreli, and Junagadh) in the month of February. 

During British Raj, Saurashtra consisted of over 200 
princely states ruled by the Rajput’s. Owing to their 
close association with the British, an apparent 
colonial influence prevailed in architecture, 
interior and lifestyles of the royals of Saurashtra; 
the grandness of which, can be observed till date 
in various palaces and darbargadhs (durbar - “royal 
court”, gadh - “fortress”) of the region. Interiors of 
many a royal abodes consist of a blend of wide 
array of furniture - classic to exuberant - with styles 
ranging from European to Anglo Indian and Asian. 
The Sinhaasan, throne chair, at  Sayla Darbargadh 
and Wadhvan Palace, has a colonial form laden 
with intricately carved ornamentation and native 
figures like lions and elephants which indicate 
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Sinhaasan (Throne)

Shikar Charpai (Charpoy used for Hunting)

Jhinjuda

Muli

Reshamiya

1.1 Pataara (Storage Box), 1.2 Sinhaasan (Throne), 1.3 Console Table, 1.4 Side Table with Bead work Top, 
1.5 Majjus (Chest on stand),1.6 Bajoth (Stool), 1.7 Ghodiu (Cradle), 1.8 Dhorni (Swing), 1.9 Manchi (Pida Chair),
1.10 Bankdo (Bench),1.11 Dablo (Storage Box) & 1.12 Palang (Bed).
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01- Morbi
02- Sayla
03- Wadhwan
04- Muli
05- Jhinjuda
06- Reshamiya
07- Limbdi
08- Shervaniya
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Indian craftsmanship. Vernacular and traditional 
furniture in the palaces is present in various 
forms; most of these pieces are well preserved in 
spite of being devoid of their former functions 
due to traditional and historic significance. A 
Bajoth, which is similar to the footstool in its form, 
primarily functions as a low table for activities 
pertaining to the floor such as, eating, performing 
Hindu rituals and prayers, etc. Pataara, a wooden 
chest on wheels, commonly fitted with secret 
compartments and adorned with brass strap work, 
was traditionally used to store clothes and other 
valuables; and food was stored in  a rectangular 
chest on stand, known as Majjus. A particular 
charpoy called shikar charpai (shikar - “hunt”) 
was used while the royals were out hunting for 
days together. It has looped iron fixtures on four 
corners that assisted in hanging the charpoy 
on the tree branches, away   from the reach of 
wild animals. Among these, significant furniture 
belonging to the royal family was customarily 
made of elaborately carved wood, clad with sheets 
of silver and at times gold. A few examples include 
- the Sinhaasan; ghodiu, cradle; and dhorni, swing 
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Ghadu (Storage Box)

 Dhorni (Swing)

Dedan

Endhania

Katar

2.1 Interior View of a Kathi Durbargadh, 2.2 Khursi (Chair with Bead Work), 2.3 Dholio (Charpoy), 2.4 Katodan (Storage Vessel),
2.5 Goli (Pitcher), 2.6 Padaghi (Offering stand), & 2.7 Hindolo (Swing) 
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(Rajkot, Junagadh & Amreli Districts)
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01- Amarnagar
02- Dhoraji
03- Bilkha
04- Chuda Sorath
05- Mandavad

LEGEND

06- Mendarda
07- Alidhra
08- Bhamodra
09- Bagasra
10- Vaghania

11- Dedan
12- Endhania
13- Nageshri
14- Ghoba
15- Gondal
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with slender turned - wood legs that rest on a flat 
circular base.                              

Saurashtra is also referred to as Kathiyawar after 
the Kathi Darbar’s that once ruled the region. The 
Kathi’s in general, take immense pride in belonging 
to this community and have over several years 
preserved their traditional customs and lifestyle. 
Kathi houses have certain prominent features 
pertaining to their customs, economy and social 
environment. A typical Kathi house is constructed 
on a rectangular piece of ground, fully enclosed by 
a wall of over six feet. It comprises of a deli, wooden 
entrance gate; and within, a ghodar (stable for 
horses); farajo (pen place); and ordo (living room), 
oriented around an open courtyard. The ordo by 
rule is rectangular in nature, and sits atop a plinth 
of two meters. The wall opposite the entrance door 
of the ordo is known as pachit. This wall is devoid of 
any openings and is boisterously decorated with 
images of several God’s and Goddesses, along with 
an orderly display of utensils on narrow shelves 
called mandh. Between two rows of mandh, is 
a fixed row of chakla, beaded or embroidered 

wall hangings, made by the women of the 
house; in some houses chair and tables are also 
ornamented with beadwork. Of the two side 
walls of the ordo, one houses pataara, usually 
two or three lined together. Between the two 
pataara, or in the corner adjacent to them, either 
a gahdu, a large container to store sweets, goli, 
a large pitcher, and karandiyo, a brass box with 
cone shaped lid, used to store food or dabalo, a 
large three legged circular vessel - used to store 
a bride’s belongings - is placed. These vessels 
rest over a bajot. While Hindolo, a swing with 
arm and back rests, fitted with ornate ceramic 
tiles, is a common sight in houses across Gujarat, 
the dhorni (swing) used by Kathi community, is 
often fitted with a back rest made in turned-
wood along on one of its widths. Traditionally, 
the legs of both dholiyo and dhorni are finished 
with red lacquer and hint of yellow and green 
at places. Other furniture in the Kathi household 
comprises of khatlo, dholiyo, manchi, low chair 
and padaghi, an offering stand.


